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Miss Eleanor Frost Snell

Dear Miss Snell:

I've attended a considerable number of Testimonial Dinners in the line of ministerial and community responsibilities; it's rather a way of life! But I find it particularly delightful to acknowledge that the dinner program prepared in your honor has to rank among the most moving, sincere, and tender tributes I've been privileged to share!

You'll recall the frequent flash-splash as I attempted to record on color slides the events that transpired. If I figured correctly on distances and lens openings, I plan to have a complete set of slides for you soon as they can be processed and duplicated.

One of your alumni friends called today to ask that the prayer I used to open the program be sent you. Any preacher is pleased by such consideration; I therefore enclose the copy I prepared, again with the assurance to you that I am pleased to have been asked to participate in so fine and deserved a tribute-evening for you!

Cordially,

Milton E. Detterline, Jr.

May 25, 1970